
Better in than outside.

It was early morning, the fresh water from the rain was dropping at the roof of the camp's
only house.
Everyone was still asleep except Felinx, which was looking out the window at the walking
shadow of the posture.
It slowly jumped off from the kitchen counter, step by step walking to the entrance door. It
sniffed the doors, hissed and ran away from it to the Tajga's bedroom, which was surprisingly
empty.

A few hours later Archian woke up, followed by usually sleeping in the one of the hidden
chambers inside of the walls Klatooine Paddy Frog to the kitchen.
He set up the kettle to make morning coffee, and started preparation for a three person meal
with additional fried fish for the Chillaks who never woke up earlier than early afternoon.

Klatooine Paddy Frog was staring at him, waiting for any cut off from vegetables, meat and
egg which was its favorite treat. Archian knew that if he didn't give anything to it, the small
creature would do any kind of devilish trick to disturb his day.
Archian dropped the egg which was easily caught by the amphibian.
Critter started slowly pushing to the nearest chamber next to the entrance door.
It stopped pushing it suddenly, came closer to the door, touched the door with the head. It
didn't take longer than a second for it to jump in the air and loudly speak!

When Red heard the noise from the lobby, he immediately moved there and saw only the
short tail of the Klatooine Paddy Frog disappearing in a hole in the wall.
He came closer to the door, where the damaged egg was left.
'It never left an egg before…" Archian thought. He picked up the egg, opened doors to throw
it and found a large black box sitting at the entrance.

He lifted up - a small note had fallen on the wooden floor. Red lifted it up, and read a
message.
*Please do not open me until you make breakfast.* Shistavanen from experience trusted
notes, as he had a lot of dropped creatures like this at his door.
He took it to the kitchen, dropped it on the chair, and continued to cook their favorite
breakfast.
It was very delicious scrambled especially with fried mushrooms, and fresh coffee with milky
tea for Aksel.
He didn't want it to burn, so lowered the fire. He looked quickly at the box, but there was no
movement, no sound so he continued.
He quickly plated everything and moved out from the kitchen to call Tajga, and Aksel for
breakfast.
He walked out from the kitchen, and immediately the box moved, and it somehow jumped at
the kitchen table full of the food.
The small black paw started to vacuum the breakfast into the inside of the box, and made a
lot of crunchy noises from inside.



Archian came back to the kitchen with Tajga who was mysteriously staring at him, and
explained that Aksel went out to pick up his toy earlier.
Archian spotted the missing food, and close by black box, but what surprised him was a
snoring coming out of it.
He came closer, and carefully lifted the box revealing Aksel full of food around him and
deeply asleep.
Archian looked at Tajga and she only replied with movement of the paws.
"Trick or Treat." And she smiled.
Archian just came to her, and hugged her with a laugh.


